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In this festive period,
the AUT community sends its best to you and your families in the hope the new year 

brings better economic conditions to our part of the world.
This edition of External Outlook has news on, Gender Equality in the workplace, 

Excellence in Hospitality,  and other activities that took place at AUT.
Merry Christmas and Happy New Year!
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Gender Equality in Higher Education and in Leadership
Positions with University of London

A panel discussion on the topic of gender equality was presented to the public 
by AUT at the initiative of University of London for the 150th anniversary of being 
the first university in the UK to accept women. The "Worldwide Conversation on 
Gender Equality" was an occasion to hear women experts in gender equality 
expose each a different aspect of equality.
AUT, being a Recognized Teaching Center for University of London took on the 
task of organizing a panel discussion on the topic of gender equality and got the 
UK Ambassador to offer his patronage to the event and deliver the keynote. 
Five ladies interacted with the audience together with the UK Ambassador and 
discussed the legal, educational, social, psychological and political facets of 
gender equality in Lebanon.

AUT President Ghada Hinain spoke of 
what AUT has done to instill values of 
gender equality in its students. She also 
spoke of the importance of exposing 
students to international education as 
a means to enrich their culture and 
produce a student profile characterized 
by critical thinking, problem solving and 
teamwork skills as well as by a caring 
attitude towards society. 
Ambassador Rampling spoke of 
women access to their full rights in 
the UK and went over several turning 
points in this respect, noting that in 
Lebanon, women have far more rights 
than in many other countries.
The Minister of Administrative Reform 
Inaya Ezzeddine spoke of her 
experience in a leadership position and 
argued that if women that reach such 
positions do not affect notable change 
and widen the way for other women to 
reach top positions, then their access 
remains sterile. 
Claudine Aoun Roukoz, president of 
the National Commission for Lebanese 
Women told the audience on the efforts 
made with Parliament to pass laws 
that improve women conditions in the 
political and social arena. 
Dr. Leila Saade, president of the 
Francophone Network of Leading 

Women in Higher Education gave 
insightful statistics about the 
discrimination against women. She 
argued and showed that women 
across the Middle East and in France 
are prevented from reaching university 
presidency, and prevented from 
reaching deanship positions in science 
faculties. 
The former president of Beirut Bar 
Association Amal Haddad gave a 
chronological account of laws passed 
in favor of women, stressing that the 
Lebanese Constitution gave equal 
rights to women but pointed to several 
gaps that keep women from gaining 
their full civil rights.
The projection of the image of women 
in the Lebanese women was the topic 
addressed by writer and journalist Roula 
Douglas who pointed that there should 

be a major effort by Lebanese media to 
show women under a better light and to 
fully show their capabilities. The debate 
was moderated by AUT professor in 
Human Rights Celine Merheb.
The suggestions of the panel will be 
sent to University of London to be 
shared with all teaching centers across 
the world.
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An MOU was signed 
by AUT and Jordan 
Academy for 
Maritime Studies to 
promote exchange of 
faculty and students 
of Transport 
Management 

 Transport Management Students at Beirut Port

AUT students enrolled in the course Port Economics and Management are taking the course with the 4 senior officers at 
Beirut Port. Learning from practitioners about Port Finance, Operations, Organization and Strategy will provide very useful 
insider expertise to students.

Logistics Management 
Dr Vasileios Kosmas 
at AUT for a week long 
intensive lectures. 
Kosmas is part of KLU 
university in Hamburg
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Over 150 people attended the launch ceremony of the collaboration between AUT 
and Youth Energy for Development -YED- that resulted in the establishment at 
AUT of the Youth Academy which will provide free-of-charge training to university 
and high school students on topics like entrepreneurship, business law, digital 
marketing, and interview-taking skills.

AUT now collaborates with Morgan 
International to provide courses and 
certificate programs in various areas of 
management training at the American 
Lebanese Language Center In Jounieh 
La Cité. The program of courses was 
detailed by the Founder and CEO of 
Morgan International and top specialists 
in finance, strategy and communication 
during a public event held at Le Royal 
hotel. Inquiries about courses offered 
are available at 03211563

The launch ceremony of the collaboration between 
AUT and Youth Energy for Development -YED

The launch of Morgan 
International

State University of 
New York Delegates 
Meet AUT Students 
and Lebanese 
Business and School 
Communities

The double degree program developed 
by AUT and long-time partner SUNY 
Empire State College was detailed to 
the school community in Lebanon over 
4 days- November 5 to 8 and also to 
the business community represented 
by the Human Resources officers 
of major companies including Malia 
Group, Holdal, Fattal, Khoury Home, 
Cedrus Bank, Arope Insurance, Nestle, 
AC Group , Makhzoumi Foundation, 
and others.
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The high achievements of AUT 
Hospitality Management students in 
several culinary competitions including 
HORECA competitions awarded AUT the 
privilege to collaborate with RATRACCC 
and top hotels and hospitality companies 
for a course taught to AUT students by 
top industry experts and celebrity chefs.
The collaboration was announced in 
presence of general managers of five-
star hospitality institutions on October 17 
at AUT. 
The chair of Hospitality Management 

at AUT Nizam Barakat praised the 
initiative and thanked all partners for 
their trust in AUT, a trust earned through 
the striving of students to excellence 
and promised the industry to be up to 
their expectations.
The focal point was the recognition 
of Mr. Nouhad Dammous the initiator 
of excellence in hospitality since the 
late 50's and the inspiration of many 
successful hoteliers. Dammous was 
presented a cedar wood token of 
appreciation by AUT President Ghada 

Hinain and said a word about AUT being 
the first university to start hospitality 
studies in Lebanon and praised the 
achievements of the University over 
the years, asking the students to find 
which path suits them best as they 
study hospitality. He also encouraged 
students to aim high and then thanked 
AUT and RATRACCC for the initiative 
which he says is bound to bring expert 
graduates to the industry.
The event was concluded with a 
cocktail reception.

Collaboration For Excellence In Hospitality Launched at AUT

The 20 students enrolled in the 
special course Excellence in 
Hospitality taught by industry 
professionals and top chefs kicked 
off with a study tour at Movenpick 
Hotel Beirut then went through 
several workshops including 
Barista Training at Hotel Maximus 
Byblos with Mr. Maroun Tawk, 

Marc Beyrouthy. 
BimPos Training at AUT with Mr. 
John Balian, product manager of 
BimPos, the POS systems used in 
the hospitality industry.
Sushi Making at Sashimi restaurant 
in Mansourieh with the founder and 
Chef Nicolas Antoun.
A Visit to the Royal Wedding Fair

coffee expert and member of the 
barista competition at Horeca
Fruits and Vegetables Carving with 
Chef Charbel Derjani. 
A Visit to Tomado Beirut to understand 
the important features to search for 
when purchasing restaurant and hotel 
equipment. 
Flower Decoration at Nature with Dr. 

AUT Excellence in Hospitality Special Course Kicks Off
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AUT Community initiative in cooking

AUT at EDEX 2018

Colloquium test 
of Nutrition
All students who sat for the 
November 2018 colloquium test of 
Nutrition passed with flying colors. 
This is the 7th year that AUT scores 
100% success in this test.  
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Alumni News

Congratulations Pamela Khadra
on your wedding.

AUT alumnus Mahmoud Najjar now 
a successful entrepreneur in Prague

Pamela KhadraMahmoud Najjar

AUT alumnus Rafi Tannous’ 
film Viscera wins several 
prizes in different festivals!

The film follows the point of view and the feelings of 
an unborn child in the womb of his mother while she 
is getting physically and emotionally abused.

Rafi's movie won the following prizes:
• BEST FICTION IDEA SECTION at the Independent 

Talents Film Festival
      (United States)

• SUPER SHORT DRAMA at the Berlin Flash Film 
Festival (Berlin- Germany)

• It also got selected at the AAB International Film 
Festival (India) and at the Rome 

• Independent Prisma Awards (Italy)

• International fame for an AUT alumnus we are 
proud of!
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